The hump pushing peak speed is a key element which influences the hump disintegration ability. The neural network PID control was used to improve the push-hump speed. For every push-hump process, the neural network PID controller was designed to optimize the control of hump locomotive speed. The neural network PID control model and parameters adjustment algorithm were given. The simulation results showed that: neural network PID control and PID control all could meet the requirements, while the neural network PID control was better than PID control in the tracking ability.
INTRODUCTION
It was a key issue affecting the hump break-up ability to control the hump pushing peak speed in the hump automation system. The pushing peak process of hump locomotive was complex, and there were many factors influencing the pushing peak speed. These factors were time-varying, uncertain, and there was a certain coupling between some factors [1] , so it was difficult to establish accurate mathematical model of humping speed. At present in China we use the classical PID control method which was mainly used for the treatment of linear systems to control the hump locomotive, while the operation of the locomotive was a complex nonlinear system, so it was necessary to ignore the non-linear factors of locomotive _______________________ Wei Cui, Rongchang Guo, Duowang Fan. School of Automatic & Electrical Engineering, Lanzhou Jiaotong University, Lanzhou Gansu, China. system, or linear the nonlinear factors when we apply PID control method to control the locomotive [2] .
In practical applications, at home and abroad, we established pushing peak speed model using classic mathematical methods after ignoring some non-linear factors. Neural network has self-learning and self-adaptive ability, it has been widely applied in some areas. For example, the fuzzy neural network was used for model identification, and neural network PID control was used to deal with the non-linear PID control problems [3] . At present, some scholars apply the fuzzy theory and neural network to hump automation systems. Several key technologies in the hump speed control system was analyzed and some suggestions to establish hump speed control system were given in [4] . In [5] , authors built an open loop fuzzy control model of small hump, and optimize the speed by parameter correction method.
The rest of the paper is organized as follow. The neural network PID controller for locomotive in process of hump pushing peak was given. Then, the parameters adjustment algorithm was given. And, the simulation result was shown. Finally, conclusions were given.
NEURAL NETWORK PID CONTROLLER FOR HUMP LOCOMOTIVE
Neural network PID controller is divided into two parts, position type PID and neural network [6] . As shown in Figure 1 , neural networks adjust the three parameters of PID, and PID controller control the hump locomotive.
THE ALGORITHM FLOW OF NEURAL NETWORK PID CONTROL
Step 1 select the learning rate and momentum.
Step 2 get sample of the actual locomotive pushing peak speed and given peak speed, calculate error E.
Step 3 input data into neural network, calculate KP, KI, KD.
Step 4 input KP, KI, KD into PID controller, obtain the control result.
Step 5 adjust the parameters of the neural network, go to step 2.
Step 6 return.
THE SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS
Take Lanzhou west hump yard as the experiment hump yard. It has 32 tracks and the break-up ability is 105.7 train. The hump locomotive pushing peak speed is dominated by 5 constant speed, and changing speed is complementary.
Firstly, the hump locomotive step response of PID and neural network PID is analyzed, and the response time, control adjust time, as well as steady-state error of these two control methods are compared. The simulation result is shown in Figure 2 .
In Figure 2 , we can conclude that PID control and neural network PID control both can track the step response well, but there are some difference in the control adjust time and steady-state error. Compared to PID control, neural network PID control have smaller fluctuations and relatively fast response speed. Step response curve of these two methods.
Secondly, compare the first and the second hook's data of these two control methods in the pushing peak process. The result is shown in Figure 3 . The hump locomotive speed accelerate from 0km/h to 7km/h, and then the locomotive push the peak using constant speed until uncoupling in the first hook process. The hump locomotive speed changes from 7km/h to 5km/h, and then the locomotive push the peak using constant speed until uncoupling in the second hook process. The error of PID control and neural network PID control are both relatively small, and these two control methods can meet the requirements as depicted in Figure 3 , while the neural network PID control is better than PID control in reaction time and fluctuations. Considering changing-speed pushing peak process, since the average running time of each hook is short, ranging from tens of seconds to several minutes, so locomotive should change the speed quickly. The error of the two control methods are within an acceptable range, however, neural network PID control is better than PID control in reaction time and speed fluctuation, so the neural network PID control can optimize the pushing hump peak process. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we design the neural network PID controller for locomotive in process of hump pushing peak, and the simulation shows neural network PID controller are more effective.
